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Introduction 

The climbing habit evolved at least in 130 families of plants, and it has been proposed as a 

key innovation in plant evolution (Gianoli, 2004). To explain their success, some authors 

have proposed both ecological and physiological reasons. Possible ecological reasons are the 

ability that lianas have of exploiting broad light conditions and a wider pollinator diversity 

at different forest strata (Gianoli, 2004, 2015). Possible physiological reasons are an efficient 

nutrient cycling that allows growing fast (i.e., more carbon invested in photosynthetic tissue 

than supportive tissue) (Gartner, 1991; Stevens, 1987) and morphological specializations that 

make them more resistant to drier conditions and physical stem damage (Ewers & Fisher, 

1991; Isnard & Feild, 2015; Olson, 2020). Yet, because of the many independent times 

climbing habit has appeared, these plants are a heterogenous group encompassing several 

strategies and morphologies. 

Comparative morphological studies between climbing and non-climbing lineages have 

revealed distinctive morphological features of lianas such as anomalous secondary growth 

(Angyalossy et al., 2014; Dias Leme et al., 2021; Pace et al., 2009), heteroxyly (Isnard & 

Feild, 2015), wider and narrower vessels (i.e., higher variance in vessel diameter) (Dias Leme 

et al., 2021; Ewers et al., 1990; Fisher & Ewers, 1995; Rosell & Olson, 2014), more abundant 

axial parenchyma (Angyalossy et al., 2014; Isnard & Feild, 2015), higher density of vessels 

(Dias Leme et al., 2021), longer vessels (Ewers & Fisher, 1991), fiber reduction (Dias Leme 

et al., 2021; Ewers & Fisher, 1991), simple perforation plates (Isnard & Feild, 2015) and 

taller and wider rays (Angyalossy et al., 2014). Dias Leme et al. (2021) proposed the concept 

of “lianescent syndrome” to refer to these characteristics that are common among climbing 

plants. However, although there is extensive literature on what characterizes lianas 

morphologically, only a few studies addressed how these characters have appeared (e.g., 

Chery et al., 2020; Pace et al., 2009, 2011). Due to the independent evolution of climbing 

habit, it is not known whether the wide vessel diameter and anomalous growth that are 

common in climbing angiosperms and even gymnosperms (Fisher & Ewers, 1995) are a 

homology or an analogy. Moreover, as already noticed by Olson (2012), it is not clear yet 

whether the conductive structures named “vessels” have the same evolutionary origin in all 

plants or if they are convergent structures with analogous functions. Past studies have 

identified key genetic pathways that control vascular tissue formation, but they have been 

limited mainly to Populus and Arabidopsis, and they have not been analyzed in a comparative 

phylogenetic framework (Cho et al., 2018; Lucas et al., 2013; Nieminen et al., 2015; Rahimi 

et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2021; Zheng et al., 2020). 
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Furthermore, it is not clear how selection can favor the appearance of a complex organismic 

feature such as climbing habit. Pace et al. (2009) showed that cambial variants associated 

with climbing habit in Bignoniaceae appeared as terminal additions of evolutionary novelties 

to the ontogenetic process. Interestingly, when the opposite case of lianoid lineages evolving 

into shrub forms is analyzed, heterochronic processes (i.e., paedomorphosis) prime (Pace et 

al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2012). However, the fact that shrubs and lianas can retain ancestral 

characteristics of other habits makes clear that the evolution of climbing habits is probably 

gradual rather than an “all-or-nothing” process. 

This study aimed to explore how plants got to climb from a comparative morphological and 

transcriptomic point of view. Specifically, four questions were addressed. First, original data 

from Ayensu & Stern (1964) Passifloraceae stem study was revisited with new statistical 

analysis to assess whether climbing habit evolution has been gradual or not. Second, the 

morphology and gene expression of arboreal and lianoid species of Passiflora and Solanum 

were compared to analyze what was different between both habits, and if these changes had 

the same genetic origin, considering that they are distantly related genre that evolved 

climbing habit independently. Third, 204 herbarium specimens of several families were 

measured to evaluate if climbing habit could be traced into differences between metamers or 

if it is instead an emergent property of the organism. Lastly, the measurements of herbarium 

specimens were compared to test if lianas’ vascular system allows them to have broader 

leaves than trees with a similar twig diameter (i.e., if they represent a particular case of Corner 

(1949) axial conformity law). The answer to these questions will shed light on the origin of 

one of the drivers of plant diversity: climbing habit.  

Methods 

Analysis of Ayensu & Stern (1964) original data 

To determine whether climbing habit evolution has been gradual or not, all descriptive data 

from the stems of the 24 species studied by Ayensu & Stern (1964) was summarized in a 

data frame that had categorical and continuous variables. The latter were checked for 

normality using R Shapiro-Wilk test, and they were transformed if they did not meet the 

normality criterion. If transformation did not work, variables were not considered for the 

analysis. The resulting dataset of 24 species and 27 characters was used to do a mixed 

variable clustering by calculating the Gower distance with cluster package in R. The 

resulting clustering options were validated with the Silhouette Width method in R and the 

results were displayed in a two-dimensional plot using t-SNE method in RTSNE R 

package. 

Passiflora and Solanum specimen collection for transcriptomic and morphological analysis 

Two species with a different growing habit of each genus were selected for the analysis: 

Passiflora cumbalensis (vine), Passiflora arborea (tree), Solanum laxum (vine), and 

Solanum betaceum (tree). Passiflora samples were collected from wild individuals growing 

at Chicaque Natural Park, and Solanum samples were obtained from cultivated individuals 

in a garden. The stem of each individual was sampled near the meristem (0.3 cm diameter) 

and where secondary growth was noticeable (1 cm diameter). A 4 mm cut of these samples 
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was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for transcriptomic analysis and a 10 cm cut was 

taken alive in water to analyze morphology. Three individuals per species were sampled. 

Morphological analysis 

Samples taken near the meristem were hand-cut with a razor into thin slices, and thick stem 

samples were cut with a precision cutter into 1 mm slices. All living samples were stained 

with safranin to mark lignin and calcofluor white was used as counterstain. Microscopical 

analysis was performed with Olympus Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) that 

allowed optical sectioning of the relatively thick samples. Once images were obtained, 

vessel density and diameter were measured with Fiji Image J software (Schindelin et al., 

2012) following the IAWA Committee (1989) recommendations. 

Finally, analysis of anomalous secondary growth in Passiflora was done by locating the 

center of the stem and calculating the angles to that point. Contributions to water flow were 

calculated using Poiseuille’s law after correcting the areas to make them equivalent.  

Transcriptomic analysis 

Frozen samples of all individuals were pooled by species and stem parts, and they were 

macerated with liquid nitrogen. (Till the last version of this manuscript sequencing process 

by RNA-seq was still in process). 

Metamer and Corner rule analysis 

23 angiosperm lineages from Gianoli (2004) sister group comparison were selected based 

on the presence of secondary growth. Monocots and gymnosperms were excluded because 

their vascular systems differ largely from eudicots. All selected lineages were searched in 

the Field Guide Museum and JSTOR Global Plants database between 27/4/2021 and 

2/5/2021 to choose digitalized herbarium specimens. Sampling was designed to include an 

equal number of specimens between climbing and non-climbing sister lineages. Scanning 

of databases was done alphabetically between species after the family was searched and 

only specimens that had mature leaves, at least one complete leaf attached to the stem, and 

had a clear description of habit were selected for the analysis. Four measurements of the 

specimens were taken with Fiji Image J (Schindelin et al., 2012): leaf area, stem diameter, 

internode length, and petiole length. Later, the relationship between stem diameter/leaf area 

and petiole length and leaf area were calculated. To analyze if metamers were different 

between lianas and non-climbing plants, all variables were transformed to perform a PCA 

in R. Finally, to test if the Corner rule of axial conformity behaved differently in both 

growth habits, leaf area and stem diameter were log-transformed to perform a two-way 

ANOVA. 

Results 

Analysis of Ayensu & Stern (1964) original data 

Validation of clustering with Silhouette Width method revealed the highest score when two 

groups were formed (Figure 1): one that contained all arboreal species and one liana, and 

another one that contained 16 climbing species. This pattern was also seen when all 

variables were reduced to two dimensions by t-SNE method (Figure 2). Interestingly, rather 
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than being very separated and tightly knitted, the groups are dispersed widely over the 

available space and the limit between groups is very close. Finally, the four variables that 

differed the most between groups were: the presence of anomalous stem morphology, mean 

and maximum vessel diameter, and presence of fibriform vessel elements.  

 

 

Figure 1. Validation of clustering by mixed variables. X lab shows possible groups that can 

be formed, and Y lab shows the intragroup cohesion score of each possibility (the 

maximum value is 1).  
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Figure 2. t-SNE dimension reduction. Almost all the available morphospace derived from 

the 26 variables is occupied by the studied species. As already known from Figure 1, the 

intragroup cohesion is low and therefore, the observed wide distribution. 

Morphological analysis 

Vessel diameter distribution was wider in climbing species of Passiflora and Solanum 

because they included wider vessel diameters compared to non-climbing species (Figure 3). 

Also, climbing species had a higher vessel density (Figure 3). Similarly, climbing species 

showed the same shift in distribution during development: near the meristem, all vessels 

concentrated in the smallest diameters, with some extreme values of wide vessels, whereas 

thick stem samples showed a broader distribution that encompassed small and large vessel 

diameter values (Figure 4,5). In contrast, non-climbing species showed no extreme values 

of vessel diameter nor a change in the distribution (Figure 4,5).  
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Figure 3. Transversal thick stem cut stained with safranin. White arrows point to vessel 

elements. A) P. cumbalensis (Liana) showing a higher density of wide vessels. 10X. B) P. 

arborea (Tree) denser wood with smaller and less frequent vessel elements. 10X. C) S. 

laxum showing a similar pattern to the one described for A. 10X. D). S. betaceum wood had 

fewer vessels and vessels of a shorter diameter compared to the climbing Solanum, 

although they seem of a similar diameter because D was taken with a 20X objective. The 

cyan grid of the left panel was generated through image J to estimate vessel density. 
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Figure 4. Passiflora species vessel diameter distribution. The comparison between the 

upper and lower panel reveals that, even if the mean seems similar in the meristem samples, 

lianas have vessels with extremely large diameters compared to non-climbing P. arborea. 

This changes completely in the thick stem sample where the vessel diameter distribution 

increases its mean and variance, while the arboreal species remains almost unchanged. 
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Figure 5. Solanum species vessel diameter distribution. The pattern observed is very 

similar to Passiflora, although S. betaceum did not produce any vessels near the meristem, 

while S. laxum already had a high density of vessels at the same stem diameter. The same 

shift in distribution is observed between the early and late developmental stages of the 

liana. Finally, as observed before, only the liana had extremely large values of vessel 

diameter. 

 

Anomalous secondary growth in Passiflora 

Xylem developed irregularly in P. cumbalensis as it was seen in samples near the meristem 

(Figure 6). Instead of developing cylindrically, the xylem border had valleys and peaks. 

Interestingly, valleys coincided with the portions of the stem that were protected by groups 

of phloem fibers, and they also concentrated most wider vessels (Figure 7). In contrast, 

peaks were in the space between phloem fiber groups, and they rarely had wide vessels.  
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Figure 6. Transversal cut of P. cumbalensis near the apical meristem. Two slices are 

shown: the upper slice represents a peak, and the lower slice represents the area of a valley. 

The white arrow is pointing to the phloem fiber group and the red arrow is pointing to a 

group of wide vessels. 
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Figure 7. Red areas show the angle between the beginning and the end of a phloem fiber 

group. As it can be seen, not only do most of the vessels occur in red areas, but also the 

ones with the largest diameter. Even if both areas are corrected to be equivalent, 

contribution to water flow is almost 15 times greater (26%) in red areas, than in gray areas 

(1.7%). 

Metamer and Corner Rule analysis 

There is a central area of the PCA that gathers species with all growing habits, and 

therefore, there is not a clear distinction between growing habits when metamers are 

analyzed using the six variables measured (Figure 8). Climbing species tend to have a 

larger internode length and a larger relationship between leaf area and stem diameter, while 

trees and shrubs tend to have bigger stem diameters and bigger leaf area/internode length 

relationships. However, the relationship between stem diameter and leaf area was not 

significantly different between lianas and non-climbing species (F = 0.2341, P=0.7915). 

The slope of the relationship was only slightly different among growing habits (Figure 9). 
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Figure 8. PCA of metamers belonging to species with different growing habits. There is 

not a clear distinction among groups, most species concentrate in a central area, and only a 

few have extreme values that distinguish them. Leaf area is an important discriminator 

between growing habits. 
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Figure 9. Testing Corner Rule of axial conformity. Although the slope varies slightly 

among growing habits and lianas have the most favorable relationship, differences between 

growing habits are not significant.  

Discussion 

This study shows that there are many ways of being a liana, and many ways of being a tree. 

This has profound implications on how climbing habits may have evolved because it 

implies that it is not an “all or nothing” process with a unique successful combination, 

although convergence is a possibility. Instead, it is a process in which novel characters 

useful for climbing are gradually acquired while some ancestral arboreal characters are still 

functional (the reverse process is also true (e.g., Wagner et al., 2012)). This is supported by 

the fact that lianas can be distinguished from trees only with data about cellular stem 

morphology (i.e., the existence of a lianescent vascular syndrome is supported (Dias Leme 

et al., 2021)). Furthermore, liana morphology is so distinctive that the grouping of several 

species is better done if only two groups, representing different habits, are formed, rather 

than grouping phylogenetically by genus. However, distinctiveness does not mean that all 

liana species are a homogenous group and so are the trees. The broad spatial dispersion 

seen in the new analysis of Ayensu & Stern (1964) data shows that rather than being a 
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unique combination of possible characters, there are many viable combinations that fill up 

the available morphospace.  

Morphological analyses of Passiflora and Solanum coincide with earlier studies that have 

reported a marked difference in vessel diameter (either in larger mean values or variance) 

(Dias Leme et al., 2021; Ewers et al., 1990; Fisher & Ewers, 1995; Rosell & Olson, 2014) 

and higher vessel density (Dias Leme et al., 2021). However, it is outstanding that the 

results are so similar for these genera that have shared their last common ancestor so long 

ago and that have clearly evolved climbing habit independently (transcriptomic results have 

not arrived yet, but they intend to answer if this convergence is homologous at the genetic 

level). In fact, these same results have been reported in very distantly related lineages as the 

gymnosperm Gnetum (Fisher & Ewers, 1995). The convergence may be a result of the 

higher hydraulic flow that is achieved with an increasing diameter as inferred from the 

Poiseuille law (Rosell & Olson, 2014). If lianas have less stem area and they must transport 

water to the same height as trees, they certainly need a more efficient conductive system; it 

is a common problem for all of them. In the way of solving this problem, the pattern 

observed in P. cumbalensis morphology arises as a sophisticated strategy to achieve higher 

hydraulic efficiency: stem subfunctionalization. While the phloem fibers assume the 

structural role in the outer part of the stem, the inner xylem is freed from its double role as 

conducting and supporting system. This allows vessel elements to acquire huge diameters 

that would be otherwise a risk for the structure. 

Metamer analysis revealed an important aspect of how plants got to climb. As climbing 

habits did not segregate differently in the PCA, metamers may not be very different at all. 

Therefore, rather than a selection process in which individual characteristics of the metamer 

are selected, climbing habit is more likely to be an emergent property in which the whole 

organism acquires a novel property that cannot be explained by the sum of the metamers. 

As it was to be expected because there was not a real difference between metamers, the 

Corner rule of axial conformity did not behave differently between climbing and non-

climbing lineages. Hence, having a bigger photosynthetic area with a lower stem 

investment is not an adaptive factor that could have promoted the evolution of climbing 

habits. Finally, further studies on the selection process that could have promoted climbing 

habits are necessary to understand how plants got to climb. 
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